0. Introduction

The question of whether one can cancel cable TV comes up more and more. Though the answer still seems to be “It depends,” the venues for finding online video entertainment, documentaries, and other things cable provides continue to increase.

This month we'll look at online video services and at devices you can use with them to get a larger picture than your computer screen provides.

1. What’s involved in moving away from cable?

- Assess your viewing needs
- Consider what collection of services best addresses those needs.
- Get any hardware you might need.
- In particular, get an HD antenna.
  Note that this may be futile in Camillus.
- Set software up that allows you to stream content that you own.

2. Assessment

From Noel Murray’s NYT article:

“If your answer is ‘I want it all,’ then honestly, you may be better off sticking with cable or satellite, because getting it ‘all’ piecemeal will likely be prohibitively expensive.”

Murray’s article has a section with his recommendations of services for 10 different sorts of tastes.
3. How to get programs

3.1. Streaming services

3.2. Cable replacement services

3.3. Stand-alone network subscriptions
Kind of like an à la carte cable replacement: Subscribe to a variety of networks' online services individually.

3.4. Some local stations put their local newscasts online for free
   - WSYR (https://www.localsyr.com/live-video)
   - WSTM (https://cnycentral.com/watch)

4. What all will you need?

4.1. High-speed Internet
How fast it needs to be will depend on how high the definition (resolution) is that you’re wanting to get.

4.2. Software to allow you to stream the content you own

4.3. Streaming device

4.4. HD antenna
Generally, a passive HD antenna should work for stations up to 20 miles away. An amplified antenna gives you stations up to 50 miles away. When local conditions make even amplified indoor antennas not so great, an outdoor antenna (either passive or amplified but, ideally, 30 feet above the ground) may be needed.

When I went to AntennaWeb.org (http://www.antennaweb.org/), though, it gave WSPX-TV (15) as the only station that could be picked up even with an antenna 30 feet above the ground.
5. Be aware

From the Chris Heinonen and Daniel Varghese article at *Wirecutter*:

One note of caution: if you do decide to cancel your cable subscription, there is no perfect method to cut the cord and no magic configuration that will give you all the access that you’re used to with cable at a deep discount. You will likely have to subscribe to a patchwork of different services to get all the channels and shows you want to watch. And even then you might have to forgo watching certain shows live and decide to sacrifice access to channels you’re used to having.

6. Articles and webpages with more information

6.1. Some comprehensive articles on the whole process


Nicely structured article and a quick read. Be warned, though, that all the *Tom’s Guide* articles here were more ad-heavy that I like, and though ads were marked as such, the markings seemed a bit subtle to me.


There’s no human-readable date on the article, but the metadata gives creation and update dates from 2017-11-29 through 2018-08-20.

The article is quite comprehensive (in an “All the News That’s Fit to Print” way) and is structured in a way to help you decide what options might be best for what you want to do.

6.2. Issues to consider

Todd Van Luling, “5 Cable-Cutting Problems You Probably Didn’t Think About: Some Important Things to Keep in Mind Before You Cut the Cord,” The Huffington Post, February 12, 2018, updated January 10, 2019, https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/cable-cord-cutting-problems_us_5a81adb9e4b044b044b3821fa129

6.3. Reviews


